It’s not a secret: Today’s security and IT teams are struggling to keep up.

The digital landscape is constantly changing, and we know how challenging it is to communicate between historically siloed teams and stay on top of security incidents. Between disparate, unintegrated systems and repetitive, manual processes, teams are having a difficult time getting ahead: too many alerts, not enough time to investigate them all, and staff on the verge of burnout. Sound familiar?

Supercharge your operations with automation

InsightConnect is a security orchestration and automation solution that enables your team to accelerate and streamline time-intensive processes—no code necessary. With 200+ plugins to connect your tools and easily customizable connect-and-go workflows, you’ll free up your team to tackle other challenges, while still leveraging their expertise when it’s most critical.

Here’s how it works:

- Connect your existing tools
- Build automated workflows
- Set up decision points
- Improve operational efficiency

With InsightConnect, your team will get more done and respond to security events faster than ever before. And with significant time savings and productivity gains across overall security operations, you’ll go from overwhelmed to operating at maximum efficiency in no time flat.

With 200+ plugins to connect your tools and easily customizable connect-and-go workflows, you’ll free up your team to tackle other challenges, while still leveraging their expertise when it’s most critical.
Automating Security Processes Has Never Been Easier

Stop losing time and start gaining productivity with a security orchestration and automation solution that empowers your team to take command of security operations.

Visit rapid7.com/insightconnect to get started.

Support

call +1.866.380.8113

Use Cases That Fit Your Needs

The possibilities are endless. What would you automate?

- Vulnerability assessment and management
- Email phishing investigations
- Security alert enrichment
- Compromised credentials containment
- Privilege escalation investigations
- And many more

Features For High-Velocity Security Operations

Integrated and Extensible
Connect your existing tools with our library of 200+ plugins, or create your own plugin with our software developer’s kit (SDK).

Human Insight When Needed
Configure human decision points within your workflows to allow for detailed analysis from your team.

Audit Trails at Your Fingertips
Codified processes enable you to have a comprehensive record of your workflows and executions all in one central location.

Powerful Automation
With workflows, you can select a trigger source, configure actions, and automate processes without a single line of code.

Benchmarks for Your Team
Realize the value of automation by tracking productivity gains, workflow executions, decisions made, and more.

Continuous Access
Since InsightConnect is hosted on the Rapid7 Insight platform, you’ll be able to access and update your workflows anytime, anywhere.

Community Support
Don’t reinvent the wheel when you can use shared plugins and workflows from our community of industry pros.